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Chapter II 

Introduction 
The coastal state of Goa lies on the south western coast of India between Maharashtra and Karnataka. 

It is India's smallest state by area and the fourth-smallest by population. Goa has the highest GDP per 

capita among all Indian states. It has a coastline of 104 kms with a shallow and gradual sloping 

continental shelf of 10,000 sq.kms. The coast consists of 41 fishing villages, with a combined fisher 

population of 12,651 according to the Government of India (Department of Fisheries, 2018)1. Unlike 

most of India, Goa was a Portuguese colony and was integrated with India in 1961 after military action 

by Indian armed forces on the Portuguese administration. 

Profile of the Coasts and Communities 
Based on geomorphology, the coast of Goa can be divided into three sections - long, linear and wide 

beaches of north, central bay area around Aguada and Mormagao and rocky cliff with pocket beaches 

of south. Zuari, Mandovi, Chapora, Talpona and Galgibag are a few of the important rivers flowing 

through the state. These rivers drain into Arabian Sea forming estuaries consisting of flat lands with 

silty sand and silty clay along with abundant organic matter. About 12 species of mangroves are found 

along the estuaries in the state. Morjim beach found north of Chapora River is nesting site of 

endangered Olive Ridley sea turtles (NCCR, 2016)2. The coast is also filled with several uninhabited 

islands, which are often surrounded by corals. Combined with a shallow continental shelf, these 

factors made Goa’s coasts very fertile in terms of biodiversity and fish catch. Goa’s coasts were 

particularly known for their vast Sand Dunes. Goa is home to 91 Genera and 106 species specific to 

the Sand Dune ecosystem (NCSCM, 2016)3.  

Goa has had a long history of marine fisheries. Traditional fishing communities, believed to be the 

original inhabitants of the state are called Kharvis and belong to both the Hindu and Catholic religion. 

Within Kharvis, Ramponkars formed the biggest community, in addition to Magkars, Koblekars, 

Kantaikars, etc. Each of these castes used different gears to fish, and in fact used different zones in 

the sea like Koble, Mag, Kanttai, Pagel and gears like Rampon to catch different types of fish. For 

instance, Rampons (beach siene) were operated by Ramponkars within 2 kms of the sea from 

shoreline.  

Developments on the Coast 
Fisheries  

Policies for modernisation of fisheries were began in Goa soon after joining India. The department of 

fisheries in Goa was established in 1963 and it introduced several schemes under the five-year plans. 

These were mainly aimed at developing the infrastructure and providing financial assistance to enable 

traditional fishermen to mechanise country crafts with a loan period of 7 years. However, most of the 

bank loans and schemes were availed by non-Kharvis, and by 1980, there were about 1,128 

mechanised boats fishing on the coast of Goa. This resulted in intense biological degeneration, and 

severe clashes between traditional ramponkars and the trawlers. In December 1975, the Goemchea 

Ramponkarancho Ekvott (GRE) was formally founded and served as the voice of the fishers to reclaim 

their seas. Through a series of protests and agitations, which led to Marine Fishing Registration Act of 

Goa, Daman and Diu, 1980. Despite a legal ban on trawling within 5 kms, trawlers routinely violated 

regulations using their political clout which led to several violent clashes between traditional fishers 

and trawlers. Fisherwomen also opposed government’s plans to construct fish markets near fishing 

jetties, as these infrastructures were essentially promoting mechanised boats. Subsequently, more 

traditional fishermen have also shifted over to motorised canoes. The exploitation of the ramponkars 

was at the cost of promotion of modern trawlers by the State. This was a conscious attempt to exploit 



the marine commons and converted it into an open-access resource, in order to boost export revenues 

for global trade (D’Cruz et al, 2004)4.   

Currently, most of the marine catch is landing in 5 fishing harbours (known as Major Jetties in Goa), 

as well as 34 fish landing centres (medium and minor landing centres). As of 2019, the state’s fishing 

fleet consists of 2475 canoes (SSF) and 897 mechanised trawlers accounting for a marine catch of 

86,027 tonnes (Goa Fisheries Department). 

Ports and Mining 

Mormugao Port was commissioned by the Portuguese in 1888 and over many years developed 5 

berths for import and export of oil, cashews, wine. The exploitation of iron ore mines in Goa on a 

commercial scale started in 1947, and brought about revolutionary changes in the pattern of 

Mormugao Port traffic. The level of traffic at the port rose to over 2.78 lakhs tonnes in the year 1953. 

In the years that followed, the traffic grew by leaps and bounds reaching the mark of 6.4 lakh to 14.8 

million tonnes in 1973-74. With the declaration of Mormugao as a Major Port in 1964, several port 

expansion projects were undertaken to develop Mormugao Port systematically by providing deeper 

channels (by dredging) and high capacity loading, particularly in relation to iron ore exports, which 

needed to be competitive in the international arena by reducing the transportation cost.  

It was after this that major infrastructure developments began at the port, a dedicated mineral oil 

berth, berth No. 8 was constructed in 1976, two multi-purpose general cargo berths, berth No.10 and 

No. 11 having draft of were constructed and commissioned in 1985 and 1994 having drafts of 11.00 

mts and 12.50 mts respectively and began coal handling in a major way. In 1995, the old berths 1 to 

3 were leased out to a private company, Western India Shipyard Ltd, for installing a modern ship 

repair facility. Mormugao Port Trust (MPT) is now one of India’s oldest and largest ports with 11 berths 

of which 6 are leased out to third parties. The port handles cargo like coal, iron ore, woodchips, steel 

coils, gypsum, bauxite, ammonia, other dry bulk, petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL) and also services 

cruise ships. In 2016, the iron exported through Mormugao constituted 39 per cent of the total iron 

ore exports from India (MPT, 2016)5. 

It is important to highlight that most of the liquid cargo and ammonia imports were meant for the 

several chemical and fertilizer companies in Goa such as Zuari Industries in Dabolim. The 1980s 

witnessed large scale protests by fishing as well as other communities against the massive pollution 

to waterbodies and coastal and marine ecosystem due to effluent runoff from the Zuari Fertlizer 

factories (D’Cruz et al, 2004). 

Thus, the expansion of the Port is justified, the increased mining in the hinterlands of Goa, which had 

serious implications on the coast and inland areas around the mines.  

Tourism 

Tourism development was triggered in Goa with the arrival of western hippies who were travelling 

during the 1960s and 1970s as part of the 'hippie-trail' in Asia. Later, it was propelled by big investment 

from national and multinational developers in mid 1980s including charter flights from Europe. It was 

the out-of-state large business houses who steadily bought land and constructed hotels, bungalows, 

shopping malls, restaurants, holiday apartments and seaside resorts. These developments were top-

down which started taking shape from 1980 under neo-liberal economic pressure from New Delhi 

through Ministry of Tourism (MoT) and Department of Tourism, Goa (DoT).  

The deregulations of investment and environmental laws that were promoted by National Tourism 

Policy, 2002 were pre-empted at state level with the Goa Tourism Policy 2001, as well as The Goa 

Tourist Places (Protection and Maintenance) Act (2001), which not only removed powers of elected 



panchayats and local governments, and provided single window clearance for large investment 

tourism projects. Global investment into Goa’s tourism sector received a boost due these changes in 

legislative frameworks, which was initiated due to pressure from WTO’s General Agreement on Trade 

and Services (GATS - Tourism) (Equations, 2002)6.  

Rapid growth of tourism has led to the destruction of local natural resources, and the displacement of 

the coastal people predominantly fishermen, farmers and toddy tappers. The indiscriminate 

development of hotels and resorts and infrastructures has increased the load on natural resources of 

the village including pollution of the ground water sources. The security and quality of life of the 

citizens in the coastal belt has sharply deteriorated due to the air and noise pollution along with 

proliferation of social evils like drug trade and abuse, women and child trafficking and abuse, sexual 

exploitation under the guise of massage parlours and rising trend of alcoholism and gambling. 

Attempts were made by the hotel lobby to fence the public beaches thus restricting people’s access 

to the coastal area which they have been using for fishing and community gathering for a very long 

time (Equations, 2016)7. 

This goes to show that the natural resources of Goa were already being converted into Natural Capital 

with several components such as mechanised fishing, Port led industrialisation and Tourism during 

the post-independence and the liberalisation era, for the benefit of private investors enabled by 

market-led growth strategies much before the formal adoption of BE. 

Adoption of BE 
Legal and Policy changes and BE initiatives in Goa 

It is important to note that Goa had already enacted policies and legislations to attract investments 

for on Port-led growth, tourism and maritime security, which are the key priorities under Sagarmala.  

 

 

Goa Investment Policy 2014 

Goal  
To be an aspirational investment destination, by making business a pleasure, for best in class 
manufacturing, knowledge-based, tourism, entertainment and other service industries while 
improving the environmental and social indicators of the state, by  
1) Creating 50,000 jobs in the next five years.  
2) Facilitating Rs. 25,000 crore of new investment into Goa in the next five years. 

Features 



 Establishment of Goa Investment Promotion Board with “satellite expert consultant” from a 
“reputed external agency” 

 Investments for High-end tourism like oceanariums, theme parks, shopping malls, High-end 
water sports and adventure sports, Marinas at designated locations and hinterland river cruise 
tourism 

 Encouraging more boutique and luxury hotels, building a cumulative additional capacity of 
around 8000 beds in the next 5 years. 

 The Government will allow, through suitable notification, construction of private 
terminals/jetties as well as improve infrastructure at existing jetties which can be utilized by 
the units for import of raw material and export of finished goods. 

 The Government will create a logistics hub including warehousing, container depot, cold 
storage facilities and linkage to port, road and rail infrastructure.  

 

The Goa Investment Policy 2014 incorporated these plans by proposing three logistics hubs in 

Pernem, Dharbandora and Canacona. The Pernem Taluka hub is planned to be developed first through 

the PPP route and will consist of an ICD, warehousing, truck terminal, cold storage facilities, perishable 

agri-produce facilities, hazardous cargo facilities, workshops, container repairs etc. as will cover an 

area of approximately 5 lakh sq. mt along with a new Mopa Airport planned, and connectivity with 

Mumbai Expressway, as well as Verna Container Freight Station. The Dharbandora Hub (shown in map 

below) would be starting point  of a new 4 lane road from the mining belt of Dharbandora taluk 

culminates in Canacona, in a Rs.220 crore worth project8. Dharbandora taluk is also planned for new 

railway double tracks for coal transportation. The railway tracks would pass through Mollem National 

Park which is the biggest National Park in Goa. These transport corridors are all well linked with 

Container Freight Station planned at Verna. 

It is very clear that the Investment Policy of Goa 2014 already favoured the promotion of private 

investments by deregulation of the existing laws, creating new notifications and other infrastructure 

facilities at the cost of government’s fund, the adoption of BE projects was easier. All the ongoing 

projects mentioned in the policy were immediately approved with allocation of funds by the Central 

Government.  

National Waterways Act, 2016 

Goal 
Development of inland transport through Nationalisation of six waterways in Goa - declared as 
National Waterways (NWs) under the National Waterways Act, 2016. 
 

Objectives  
Inland waterways are recognised as a fuel efficient, cost effective and environment friendly mode 
of transport, it has received lesser investment as compared to roads and railways. Since inland 
waterways are lagging behind other modes of transport, the central government has evolved a 
policy for integrated development of inland waterways 
 

Features 
List of National Waterways in Goa: 

i. Mandovi River (NW-68) – from Bridge at Usgoan to confluence of Mandovi River with 
Arabian Sea at Reis Magos (41 km).  

ii. Zuari River (NW-111) – from Sanvordem Bridge to Marmugao Port (50 km). 
iii. Chapora River (NW-25) – from Bridge at State Highway No. 124 (1 km from Maneri village) 

to confluence of Chapora river with Arabian Sea at Morjim (33 km). 



iv. Cumberjua Canal (NW-27) – from Confluence of Cumberjua and Zuari rivers near Cortalim 
ferry terminal to confluence of Cumberjua and Mandovi rivers near Sao Martias Vidhan 
Parishad (17 km). 

v. Mapusa River (NW-71) – from Bridge on National Highway – 17 at Mapusa to confluence 
point of Mapusa and Mandovi Rivers at Porvorim (27 km). 

vi. Sal River (NW-88) – from Orlim Deusa Bridge to confluence with Arabian Sea at Mobor (14 
km). 

 

Goa Tourism Policy 2020 

Goals 
Make Goa the most preferred destination around the year for high-spending tourists 
in India by 2024, and a world-class international tourism destination by 2030. This Policy aims to set 
out the governance, institutional and regulatory frame work that would support implementation of 
GTMP 2016 over the next 25 years.  

Features: 

 This Policy establishes Goa Tourism Board (GTB) as a statutory autonomous body and 
responsible for laying down the policies regarding all spheres of planning, development and 
marketing of tourism in Goa and consisting of government officials and tourism industry 
representatives.  

 Blue Flag certification to be pursued for selected beaches initially and eventually for the whole 
coast 

 Restrictions on community run beach shacks and eateries, with increased licencing norms to 
reduce the numbers. 

 Development of luxury, high-end accommodation by national and international brands at 
coastal locations identified by GTB.  

 

Goa Marine Fishing (Regulation) Amendment Act, 2019 

Goal  
To strengthen implementation of the Marine Fishing Regulations by overcoming institutional 
challenges  

Main Feature 

 Goa legally empowered its Marine Police as Authorised Officers under the Act with powers to 
intercept, enter, search fishing boats and inquire against fishers within 12 Nm and implement 
the various provisions of the Act.  

 It provides protection from any liability for Police Officers for any loss or damage to fishing 
vessels and gear while impounding. 

 

While Goa’s adoption of BE spans several components. The components of Port-led growth, 

Maritime Security and Tourism are reviewed by the Research Team for the purpose of the study. 

Port-led growth  
Under Sagarmala, India’s flagship programme for Port-led coastal development, there are over 30 

projects with an investment of Rs. 10,294 crores – for a state with just 105 kms of coastline. This shows 

the intensity of investments into Goa under Blue Economy. This includes Rs. 2,737 crores into Port 

Modernisation projects, a majority of which are centred on Mormugao Port, Rs. 4538 crores on Port 

Connectivity projects, Rs. 2911 crore on Electronics Cluster in Pernam, Goa as part of the Konkan 

Coastal Economic Zone, and Rs.107 crores on Coastal Community Development by constructing Major 

Fishing Harbour at Vasco Bay by the Mormugao Port Trust (Sagarmala, 2019)9.  



As previously elaborated, Port infrastructure in Goa was related to Iron Ore mining. In 2010, the 

Mining Scam was unearthed and people’s movements against mining in Goa succeeded in getting Iron 

Ore mining banned in 2012. Thus, a lot of corporates who had invested into mining and related 

logistical infrastructures were looking for an alternative opportunity(Roy et al, 2020)10. Goa’s adoption 

of BE and the investments under Sagarmala form part of this grand strategy for Goa’s industrialisation 

to shift from Iron Ore dependency towards diversifying into Iron Ore, Coal, Minerals, Cruise Tourism 

and emerge as a Coal Hub as well as Maritime Industries Hub for the western coast, in order to 

support a proposed 17 coal fired thermal plants in Karnataka, and 22 Steel plants in Karnataka and 

Maharashtra. The following projects are reviewed under Port-led Development.  

1. Coal, Iron Ore, Liquid Cargo berths at Mormugao Port 

2. Inland Water Transport Jetties along six National Waterways 

3. Satellite Port for bauxite and Iron Ore at Betul, South Goa 

4. Maritime Cluster, Verna 

 
Coal Hub Route Map 

Mormugao Port  

At present Mormugao Port has additional 3 berths for a private shipyard, 2 berths to Jindal Steel to 

exclusively export Steel from their Hospet Steel Plant and import Coal for the same, 1 berth for Adani 

to handle coal, 1 berth to handle liquid cargo like ammonia, as well exclusive Iron ore berths (MPT, 

2016)11. 

 



   

Thus, the expansion of MPT Port is planned to increase its size and capacity manifold, to include 

additional berths within the existing Port, as well new berths for Coal, Iron Ore, Cruise Tourism, 

Fisheries as well as 2 berths for the Navy and Coast Guard on the other side of Vasco Bay, increasing 

the overall built up area of the Port to more than 4 times, including additional breakwaters. 

In the Mormugao Port masterplan, the entire coast of Vasco Bay is constructed upon, leading to the 

disappearance of the fishing village of Kharewado. 

The promotion of Goa as a coal hub is keenly tied to the demands of global and national corporates 

like Adani, Jindal and Vedanta. Jindal Steel has its vast iron ore mines in Hospet-Vijaydurga regions of 

Karnataka and seeks to receive supply of high grade coking coal from the coal imports. Adani, with the 

recent acquisition of high grade coal mines in Australia or from supplier mines in South Africa, is 

convenient for delivery to west coast ports. 

Thus it is clear that the decisions that impact Goa’s fishers lives and livelihoods and the ecological 

integrity of all the ecosystems (marine, coastal and terrestrial) of Goa are being taken by the private 

investors and corporates for the benefit of their renewed capital accumulation.  

Inland Waterways 

Six waterways in Goa have been declared as National Waterways (NWs) under the National 

Waterways Act, 2016.  



Under Sagarmala, 

Construction of jetties is 

planned at Shiroda, Durbhat, 

Cortalim-Rassaim, Aldona, 

Sanvordem, Raibander, Old 

Goa-Divar, Banastarim, Pilgao. 

The map on the left shows that 

the locations of the inland 

waterways jetties are along the 

rivers close to the Iron Ore 

mines. The implications are 

these 6 rivers, will also be 

polluted due to increased iron 

ore pollution through the 

inland transport of cargo on 

the Zuari and Mandovi rivers 

from Marmugoa Port. 

The sheer scale of expansion of the inland waterways in Goa raises very serious concerns about the 

impact of capital dredging needed to deepen the channels, maintenance dredging needed to clear the 

sediments flowing through these silt and nutrient rich rivers of Western Ghat. These may completely 

destroy all the fish breeding sites within the rivers, and the constant noise will also drive away fish and 

other aquatic organisms from these habitats (Dharmadhikary, 2017)12. The nationalisation of these 

rivers would also lead to dispossession of the river dependent communities from access rights, due to 

enclosurisation of the river and riverbank spaces. The ecological externalities and exclusion of river 

dependent communities is apparent. 

Satellite Port at Betul 

In order to exploit the Bauxite 

mines with significant bauxite 

reserves (over 200 MT), located 

at Betul about 35 km south of the 

Mormugao, MPT plans to 

construct a Satellite Port at Betul 

in South Goa.  

Initially, due to huge public 

protest, MPT had declared that 

plans for Betul port had been 

shelved. However, recent reports 

suggest that the plans for the 

port have been resurrected13 

during the lockdown.  

This highlights that despite popular protests, the authorities have only briefly paused and not shelved 

such destructive projects, which are promoted through investments under Sagarmala. Not only will 

the mining make these coasts not fit for living, but the erosion caused by the planned 5 km breakwater 

may displace several coastal villages, and cause heavy erosion.  

 

 

 



Maritime Cluster, Verna 

In October 2020, India’s first Maritime Cluster was inaugurated at Verna Industrial Park. Konkan 

Maritime Cluster has more than 100 units of which 54 units have come together now to form a Special 

Purpose Vehicle (SPV) which will establish and run the common facility centre. MSMEs in the ship 

building, repair and ship breaking activities will use the facility centre for their part process in repairs, 

breaking, and ship building.  

In addition to the shipyard within the Mormugao port established in 1995, this sector saw rapid growth 

thanks to the mining sector and inland transport of cargo on the Zuari and Mandovi rivers. Though the 

2012 ban on mining was a hit, the expansion to Inland Water Transport as well as Coastal Shipping 

envisaged under Sagarmala are seen as major growth opportunities. Chowgule shipbuilding Division, 

Vijai Marine Shipyard Pvt Ltd, Mandovi Drydocks Pvt Ltd, Aquarius shipyard and Dempo Shipyard Pvt 

Ltd are from Goa and among the top 10 private sector shipyards of India14.  

However, most of the vessels worked upon in Goa are barges, used to transport iron ore and coal. Just 

like Alang, this industry has left a trail of pollution throughout the Zuari river, which is the source of 

nutrients for the estuarine and nearby coastal ecosystem. A recent study found that human consumed 

oysters from the Zuari estuary contained far higher concentrations of metals like Copper and Cadmium 

(Tirodkar, 2016)15. This is evident to show that the expansion of Goa’s ship repair and breaking sector 

boosted by National Waterways and Coastal Shipping under Blue Economy will have disastrous 

consequences such as loss of biodiversity, ecological integrity and extinction of native species in the 

river and coastal ecosystems. The role of river as flood plains and supplier of nutrients to the coast 

and the continental shoal is no longer functional resulting in green gas emissions, climate change and 

disasters. Needless to say ocean is the buffer maintaining the thermostat of the Global Earth through 

its function of carbon sequestration, regulating the oxygen and water cycle and this function if 

interrupted will result in disastrous consequences.   

Maritime Security 
As mentioned, there are 2 naval berths planned at MPT to be used by both the Navy and the Coast 

Guard, which will be connected by an exclusive elevated roadway. To the immediate south of 

Mormugao lies the Naval Base, INS Hansa which is India's biggest naval airbase.  

From 2013 onwards, the Navy had laid 

claim to islands around Goa citing 

security concerns. In fact, the main 

International Airport of Goa at Dabolim 

lies within Navy lands. Goa’s state 

government has also allotted land for a 

Naval Enclave at the new proposed 

civilian airport in Mopa, in Pernam taluk, North Goa16.  

Large tracts of land owned by the defence ministry have been a serious cause of concern for political 

parties in Goa who have accused the Indian Navy, as well as the Indian Army of monopolising land 

tracts while arguing that Goa has limited land resources for development17. 

The Coast Guard Headquarters for Goa was commissioned in 1994 at Mormugao Port, and is home to 

the Coast Guard’s first helicopter squadron (CGAS 800).  In addition, INS Hansa is home to many of 

India’s new maritime surveillance units including surveillance ships and aircrafts, offshore patrol 

vessels and high speed interceptor boats18. Goa has 7 coastal police stations under the Coastal Security 

Scheme – Phase 2. In 2012 itself, Goa empowered its marine police to act against fishers from other 

"Nearly half of Goa, whose coastline is only around 

105 kms in length, would be covered under the 20 

km radius as suggested by the Indian Navy. The 

Indian Navy trying to rule Goa by proxy by 

cornering large chunks of prime real estate” 

Goa's Transport Minister Mauvin Godinho 



states fishing in waters within 12 Nm from Goa’s coast. In addition, Goa’s coastal police have been 

recruiting ex-Navy officials for their civilian roles19.  

Despite a ban on LED fishing issued by the state government in May 2016, the use of illegal gears such 

as LED fishing, bull trawling as well as fishing by foreign vessels in the EEZ just beyond Goa’s state 

waters had been continuing, leading to several protests by traditional fishers under Goencha 

Ramponkarancho Ekvott (GRE). In spite of such a large presence of Marine Police, equipped with speed 

boats20 as well as Navy and Coast Guard with new surveillance vessels, there is no political will on their 

part to regulate the destructive fishing which is against the interests of the traditional fishers. This 

needs to be seen through the prism of militarisation and maritime surveillance for the physical security 

of the huge amounts of investments under BE made within 105 kms of coast.  

Tourism  
Being a globally famous coastal tourism spot, Goa has practically its entire coast covered under 

Swadesh Darshan scheme with two coastal circuits within.  

 Goa Coastal Circuit I consisting of Calangute, Anjuna Beach, Junaswada beach and Mandrem 

beach in Pernem; Development of Morjim Kund, Ashwem Beach Parking, Provision of public 

Infrastructure, Upgradation and Improvement of Helipad at Fort Aguada, Aguada Jail as a 

Tourist Destination, Aguada Fort at a total sanctioned cost of Rs. 99.9 crores. 

 Goa Coastal Circuit II consisting of Rua De Orum Creek, Don Paula, Colva and Benaulim at a 

total sanctioned cost Rs. 99.35 crores. 

These schemes have been accompanied by the Government of India deregulating several aspects of 

the CRZ 2011 and amendments through CRZ 2019 – specifically meant for the tourism sector by 

permitting building tourist facilities within the High Tide Line and No Development Zone.   

In 2016, global consultancy firm, KPMG prepared the Tourism Master Plan for Goa, and was an 

initiative towards increased formalisation of the tourism sector. While it promoted tourism growth in 

every available space of Goa, it also linked tourism with MPT by promoting Cruise Tourism as well as 

river cruises.  

 

It divided the coast into 3 broad categories, and recommended development of high-end exclusive 

beaches as a way to preserve sections of the coast, and urged for innovative products in less popular 

beaches by suggesting infrastructure like Marinas and Sand Dune Parks. It was a direct policy support 



for the Nauxim Yacht Marina Project, which was first initiated in 2010, and seeks to build a Yacht 

Terminal on 15 Ha land which includes 5 Ha of reclaimed land on the north bank of the Zuari estuary 

at Nauxim village for an estimated annual traffic of 161 yachts by 2020 and over 500 yachts by 2040. 

This is strongly resisted by the fishers who opposed the capture of coastal common land as well as the 

reclamation.  

It also paved the way for World Bank project for Sand Dune protection based tourism development. 

Recently in October 2020, the World Bank has provided Rs.3 crore to set up “Sand Dune Parks” across 

Goa, with the first phase being planned along the beaches of Morjim in North Goa and Galgibaga in 

South Goa. It will include thematic and interpretation centres to educate locals and tourists on the 

importance of preserving the sand dunes. There will be bridges built from eco-friendly materials to 

prevent people from trampling over the fragile dune vegetation. Nurseries of sand dune vegetation 

will be established as well for replantation on stretches of the beach where greenery has become 

scarce, and will be implemented by the Goa State Biodiversity Board21.   

Under Sagarmala, Goa is also implementing the Centre’s Cruise Tourism Guidelines, 2018. The MPT 

port has a dedicated Cruise Shipping Berth. In 2016, 25 Cruise Ships were docked at the major port, 

resulting in visit of 24,231 tourists through Cruise Shipping services. The guidelines deregulated 

provisions in the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958 for Cruise Ships by allowing foreign flag vessels carrying 

passengers to call at more than one Indian Port for a period of 10 years with immediate effect, without 

obtaining a license from the Director General of Shipping22. Currently, there are two cruise lines (Jalesh 

cruise liner and Angriya cruise liner) operating in Mumbai to Goa cruise route. These 245m long cruise 

vessels carry about 2000 passengers per journey.  

In 2015, the state government introduced Sea Plane tourism and conducted trial landings on the 

Mandovi river in the heart of the state, despite massive protests by fishing communities, who depend 

on the river for their livelihoods. Such projects not only deny the access rights of fishers on these 

rivers, but also create massive disturbances to the river by creating currents. 

In the backdrop of the Covid19 pandemic, the Goa Tourism Policy 2020 was released as a way of 

providing a regulatory and governance framework for implementing the Goa Tourism Master Plan. It 

establishes a Goa Tourism Board superseding Goa Tourism Development Corporation and Directorate 

of Tourism.  

It explicitly states that Blue Flag certifications will be pursued for the entire coast of Goa. By 

emphasising on regulating the informal sector within tourism, it paves the way for complete 

privatisation of the tourism sector and of all coastal spaces. It also disregards the various 

environmental degradations due to coastal tourism and promotes exclusive high-end beaches, water 

sports and other value added services to the beach tourism experience.  

Thus, the Goa Tourism Policy 2020 continues and expands on the trend of not only converting coastal 

commons from closed access to open access, but has moved along and is converting beaches into 

exclusive private properties, and constitutes sanitised dispossession along with ecological damage of 

coastal and marine resources.  

 

 



Chapter III  

Field Observations 

Keeping the above perspectives in mind, the research team visited the field sites in Goa with the 

support of the NFF member union from Goa, Goenchea Raponkarancho Ekvott (GRE) in May 2019. 

The empirical data collected through field observations, interactions with communities and FGD with 

fishing union representatives and leaders.  

 

 

 

 

Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with members of Baina Ramponkar & Fishing Canoe 

Owners Society residing near the Naval base as well as road connectivity projects 

under the Sagarmala Scheme at Baina 
The Research Team visited the fishing village of Baina, also known as Katem Baina consisting of around 

500 households of both traditional fishers as well as migrant labourers. The Fisher’s houses are 

sandwitched between the INS Hansa Naval Base complex to the east and the Mormugao Port to the 

north.  

Being traditional fishers, this village had more than 100 canoes (small boats) along with 6 beach sienes. 

The team learnt that even these canoes are operated with the help of migrant labourers from Andhra 

Pradesh, in the non-monsoon months. During the monsoons months, fishers do not venture into the 

sea and practice fishing with beach siene. Most of the canoes operate at depths less than 20m, from 

around 4 Nm to 8 Nm. 

The Study Sites 

1. Visit and interaction with fishers in 

Baina on the eviction due to 

elevated roadway to MPT and 

restrictions due to Naval Base. 

2. Visit to Kharewada fishing village – 

site of proposed eviction due to 

MPT’s berths.  

3. Focus Group Discussions (FGD)  

with fishers in Arossim about 

impact of tourism projects along 

South Goa 

4. Visit and interaction with fishers in 

Nerul about impact of beach 

tourism. 

5. Focus Group Discussions (FGD) 

with fishing communities in Baga. 

6. Focus Group Discussions (FGD) 

with Fisher Communities in 

Miramar Beach, Panaji, Goa 



The research team learned that the entire Naval Base area was developed only in the 1980s and called 

Varunapuri. The road connectivity was extended to the nearby naval base through a construction of 

the low elevated bridge, to facilitate fast movement of naval officers from quarters to the naval base. 

But the link road disconnected the Baina village fishers’ homes from their beach landing sites. The 

access of sea and their fishing grounds are now declared as defence-controlled area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The team learnt that the Naval Base adjoining their village has imposed several restrictions on 

movement of fishers as well as access to the beach. The neighbouring fishing village of Bimbel has 

about 30 canoes, but fishers need special entry passes from the Navy to park their canoes or even 

enter the beach. As a result, migrant labourers are not employed by fishers there since only locals are 

allowed to apply for the pass. 15 years back, Bimbel beach was much broader but was taken over by 

the Navy to build a Sea facing runway for their planes. The entire Naval Base area was developed only 

in the 1980s and called Varunapuri. It is ironical that traditional fishers who have lived and thrived in 

these areas for generations were being displaced by recent infrastructure developments.  

 
Group of islands now inaccessible for fishers 

Even now, fishers at sea are not allowed near the light house nearby and islands like Grande Island, 

Holy Cross and Pequeno islands by the Navy. These were places frequented by fishers as good fishing 

grounds, and also as resting places while going to further fishing grounds. The team were informed 

that restricted entry is allowed only once a year to the Islands during the annual Tulsi Vivah festival.    



However, it was shocking to know that in 2015, 205 houses were issued demolition notices by the 

district administration under disaster management rules for being dangerously closer to the sea, and 

some houses for encroaching upon church property. Even while the fishers and other residents were 

resisting this, in 2016, the Goa Coastal Zone Management Authority (GCZMA) issued demolition orders 

to 121 houses for falling within the No Development Zone i.e. within 200 metres of the High Tide Line. 

The fishers were at once notified not only as ‘encroachers’ but also as ‘CRZ violators’.  

Without any recourse or redressal of 

grievance and without any 

rehabilitation or compensation 

measures, a total of 330 houses were 

shockingly demolished in Baina, leaving 

behind only 58 houses now.  

The evictions were part of the elevated 

expressway for direct traffic into the 

MPT port being planned along the 

coasts, through the fishing village of 

Baina. The team learnt that the fishers 

had filed numerous cases against the 

eviction orders, and even the then Chief 

Minister had written to the central government advising against evictions for the central government 

controlled MPT Port’s expansion plans. 

The National Green Tribunal in 2018 supported their case ordering that such infrastructure 

construction is not allowed. However, the construction has continued unabated. Currently, the pillars 

of the roadway as well as the storm water drainage from the elevated road cuts into their beach.  

     

 
Elevated Roadway & Stormwater drain blocking beach access   Demolished fisher houses 

To make matters worse, the Navy has constructed a Sewage Treatment Plant towards the end of their 

beach, which raises a nasty stink and also cuts off access since it is under the control of Navy.  

In short, the lack of land rights for habitation as well as right to access coastal commons has been 

denied. Being sandwitched between the Port and the Navy, these villagers have literally been squeezed 

from both sides to sustain their right to life and livelihood.    

 



Interaction with members of Old Cross Fishing Canoe Owners Society on 

Degradation and Eviction at Kharewada village, due to MPT expansion  
 

We visited the fishing village of Kharewada which is a fisher’s village within Vasco de Gama town in 

Mormugao, sandwiched between a hillock and the bay. The village has been a fisher’s space for the 

last several hundred years, and the beach facing Vasco Bay was so broad that they all practiced Beach 

Siene fishing.  

However, following the establishment of Mormugao Port Trust and its expansion plans from the early 

2000s onwards, the Port Trust has laid claims on the village land. This is a common threat to the fishers 

and other residents near all Major Ports in urban areas, who were transferred coastal lands far beyond 

the initial requirements of the project. However, with the MPT Port expansion plans, this village’s area 

is proposed to be converted into liquid cargo berths as well as Cruise and Fishing jetty called Finger 

Berths. The entire village is under the threat of eviction anytime.  

In addition, the rampant maintenance dredging as well as the capital dredging for new navigation 

channels have wreaked havoc on the village’s beach. It has shrunk to hardly a few metres now, and 

resembles more as a dumping ground. The currents of the Bay carry all the garbage from the ships 

and the Port to be deposited on this beach.  

 
Canoes parked on the narrow and eroding beach at Kharewada, filled with garbage and Debris 

The MPT expansion masterplan does not even show the existence of this village. But even the CZMP 

prepared for the Vasco da Gama municipal area in accordance to CRZ 2011 notifications do not show 

Kharewada village and beach. This amounts to a legitimised disappearance of the village. 

In collusion with central officials at MoEF&CC, MPT managed to get an Environmental Clearance (EC) 

exempting public consultation in complete violation of the provisions of the EIA Notification, 2006, 

despite the written objections from the Chief Minister of Goa. This Clearance was quashed and set 

aside by National Green Tribunal (New Delhi) judgment of September 2, 2016. However, the plans for 

the coal berths expansion as well the new fishing, cruise finger jetty which will displace the entire 

village is still in progress.   

With the Goa Coal Hub plans being implemented, fishers in this entire region are experiencing 

increased coal dust in the homes and other areas near the port as a result of open coal handling at the 

berths as well as open transportation by trucks and wagons. Respiratory issues like asthma attacks 

especially in children and the elderly are becoming increasingly frequent. Water pollution from 



spillage during transport of coal through waterways in barges and washing of barges as well as runoff 

from the stockyard into Vasco bay have all led to intense pollution.  

Environmental Degradation due to tourism and river barges at Nerul 
Nerul is a small fishing hamlet famous for being surrounded by the Sinquerim river and situated 

opposite to the state capital Panaji on the northern bank of the Mandovi river. The nearby creek and 

the cove at the mouth of the River Mandovi was a thriving location for clams and mussels and the 

villagers, most of whom were fisherfolk, and the location was very popular in the region for its unique 

tasting natural clams and mussels. Historically, they even had a festival for thanksgiving for the 

abundance of clams.  

However, the team was informed that a whole host of anthropogenic factors have totally ruined the 

coastal and riverine ecosystem and the clams and mussels have completely stopped for the last few 

years. it was highlighted that when the tourist speed boats started becoming popular, they disturbed 

the calm near shore bay waters creating waves that destroyed the clams. In addition, they blamed the 

intense pollution in the rivers due to the huge number of inland water cargo barges as well as 

pontoons used for tourism. The team learnt that there are several barges and pontoons that get 

damaged and just simply sunk into these waters and completely ignored.  

 
Severely rusted barges parked unsafely all along the estuaries 

Since the owners claim the insurance, the authorities or the transport and tourist companies do not 

bother to clean up the mess. Most fishers reported that these not only have destroyed the water 

quality, but their nets also get stuck onto them. It is hard to avoid them since the debris also keep 

moving slowly along the currents. The famous case of River Princess, an oil tanker was highlighted 

which was abandoned and spent almost a decade in the sea polluting the entire marine ecosystem. 

However, there have been several such instances in the last few years with casinos, barges, all getting 

abandoned. 

However, the team also learnt the complaints from fishing communities about various violations by 

tourism project and against water sports are met by harassment and slapping of false criminal cases 

by Marine Police officials acting at the behest of tourism lobbies throughout Goa.  

This experiential sharing brought forward the ecological externalities introduced by inland transport 

and the value added tourism services like water sports tourism. This illustrates that ecological impacts 



have not been accounted for at all, with deregulations and non-compliance. And yet, Goa’s policies 

claim to be a pioneer in Maritime Clusters and as a sector for growth.     

Erosion and Marine Pollution along Salcette Coast, South Goa  
The Research Team interacted with fisher members of GRE from parts of South Goa like Arossim, Colva 

and Betul, and a number of concerns were highlighted. The team also learnt that unlike North Goa, 

beaches of South Goa are less crowded, but captured by 5-star hotel and resort lobbies who have 

privatised the coast. The enormous growth of tourism throughout Goa has meant that fishers who put 

their nets out, “catch more plastic, shoes and garbage than fish from the sea”! 

 They elaborated that only some of the main beaches have Sewage Treatment Plants, and that most 

of the tourism sector waste is directly let into the sea. We were informed that nearby industries like 

Zuari Fertilizers’s effluents are also let into the sea.  

Due to the massive ongoing dredging works currently at MPT, the entire south goa coast is getting 

eroded on a large scale, and that it is among the key existential threats for the coastal communities. 

The increased maritime traffic along with inland water transport with no emission norms have meant 

that several beaches are covered with oil sludges and tar balls. The team were also informed that in 

Betul, due to the excessive siltation in the river and lack of freshwater flow, the rivers have become 

too shallow, and in some instances, canoes from the rivers are unable to enter the sea! 

Highlighting the nature of erosion, fishers recounted that massive Geo-Tube based erosion control 

projects were taken up at Candolim beach some 6-7 years back, but the intensity of the monsoonal 

storms on the Goan coasts and the resultant wave action not only removed the sand from beneath 

the Geo-Tubes, but subsequently, damaged these installations punctured by the stones. This 

highlighted the unfeasibility of the technological interventions often touted as “Soft Solutions” for 

coastal protection. 

Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with Baga fishing communities  
Baga is a Coastal Tourism hub promoted under the Swadesh Darshan Scheme. Baga fishing 

communities disclosed that non-fishers or private investors are involved in expanding the tourism hub. 

The fishing parking area has now become limited and there is no adequate space for parking crafts 

and fishing gears. But, this Baga tourism hub is proposed to expand further and, in the future, there 

might no place for traditional Baga fishers to land their fishing crafts and gears.   

 

 



 

Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with Fisher Communities in Miramar Beach, Panaji, 

Goa 
The team visited the proposed Blue Flag Miramar Beach, in Panaji, Goa. In addition to Blue Flag, 

Miramar Beach is the location of the Dayanand Bandodkar Memorial, the Samadhi of Goa’s first Chief 

Minister. We learnt that the memorial of Manohar Parrikar, ex-CM of Goa who passed away in 2019 

is also planned to be constructed at Miramar beach by Goa State Infrastructure Development 

Corporation (GSIDC). 

We interacted with Fisher hoteliers (small wood finished restaurant). According to them, traditionally 

men were involved in seashore catch and women prepared value-added products especially food 

products, and run small shacks on this beach. This Blue flag certification or declaration had declared 

them as the illegal beach encroachers and the polluters and the beach. They consider this Blue Flag 

programme has a threat to their livelihood and their customary space will be privatised. They are 

planning to unite together to oppose this initiative.  

Thus, the narratives of the fishers brought out the extent of destruction wrought on the coasts due to 

the combined impacts of port infrastructure and tourism 

Chapter IV  

Analysis 
From the review of various official documents, it is clear that Goa has been an investment heaven for 

various corporates in various sectors starting with marine fisheries, to mining, port infrastructure and 

tourism. BE in Goa represents the hilt of corporate profiteering with central and state governments 

playing an active role in enabling further exploitation of coastal and ocean commons. The following 

implications stand out 

Socio-Economic 
 Displacement and Loss of rights 

The systematic deregulation and non-compliance of existing environmental laws such as CRZ 

notifications, Tourism Policy 2020, adoption of Port led development projects under Blue 

Economy have led to massive displacement of fishing communities in the vicinity of port 

projects in Mormugao and Betul and as exemplified by the Katem Baina experience. Even 

worse is that the entire village of Kharewado was made missing from the CZMP, and erased 

in the MPT masterplan as well. The realisation that entire strip of land surrounding the eastern 



end of Vasco Bay is owned by the Navy implies that the fishing villages here have been reduced 

to the status of encroachers, despite being the original inhabitants of Goa. Actions of the 

authorities show that fishing habitations can be reduced to the state of non-existence to 

promote the capital accumulation for private investors.  

 

 Loss of livelihoods and alternative occupations 

Not only has the natural resources been degraded, but fishers have been dispossessed of their 

customary rights as well. Fishers are increasingly compelled to have additional income 

activities, or even shift their occupational categories completely. The team observed several 

fishers operating small beach shacks as family run units, which is now facing restrictions or as 

trainers and drivers of tourist speed boats indicating that fishing incomes are no longer 

sufficient. The team also heard about huge extent of migration to Portugal and European 

countries, particularly among the fishers as all the native communities have the option of 

Portuguese citizenship. The casualization of labour caused by mounting economic hardships 

will inevitably lead to rising social tensions as well.  

 

 Loss of fisher identity 

The change in occupational categories, and increasing migration among traditional resource 

dependent communities constitute a serious question on the identity of fishers and their 

cultural association with the sea and coasts. Traditional livelihoods are not only a source of 

income but also a way of life, with several cultural values associated with it. The increasingly 

footloose and casual nature of occupations that are being thrust upon these communities has 

to be seen as a serious shock to a historical continuum of their survival and thriving on the 

coasts. 

 

Ecological 
 The extent of erosion, due to the construction of coastal infrastructure and conversion of sand 

dunes will have irreversible destruction especially to the fragile coast of South Goa. The fact 

that the Western Ghat rivers are increasingly silted with not enough water flow means the 

coasts are not receiving adequate freshwater nor is the silt getting washed into the seas and 

nourishing the beaches along the coast. The construction of Betul Port with a 5 km breakwater 

will have very dire consequences for the entire coast of South Goa, and neighbouring Uttara 

Kannada district of Karnataka. The 4 fold expansion of Marmagao, the extent of land 

reclamation needed, the amount of capital dredging needed would permanently alter the 

physiology and morphology of the Zuari estuary and the entire coastline of Goa. This level of 

erosion would not only impact the coastal communities, but the entire populace of coastal 

Goa.  

 

 All fishers shared about the extent of marine pollution in the sea –  from the amount of plastic 

garbage dumped in the sea by the tourism sector to the vast amount of oil pollution and 

tarballs due to increasing shipping activity at MPT, and the huge number of casino boats 

stationed all along the Mandovi estuary. The research team visited the Chikali Bay Ship 

Breaking Yard and witnessed the severe marine pollution caused by shipbreaking activities 

and the discharge of unspent fuel in the nearshore sea. The number of barges and riverine 

crafts that were piled up along the Zuari river banks by ship breaking and repair industries also 

is an indication of the amount of rust particles getting into the estuary and poisoning various 

organisms in the brackish waters. Not only particulate pollution, but also sound pollution due 

to water sports tourist boats causing depletion of mussels is reported.  



 

These are causing massive damage to the marine ecosystem, with several fishers experiencing 

drop in fish catch and it is increasing due to the promotion of Maritime Clusters for increased 

inland transport through Barges, and also Cruise ships and Speed boats under BE projects. 

Ultimately, this would affect the quality of fish caught as well as health impacts due to bio-

magnification.  

 

 The integrity of the entire riverine and coastal ecosystem is at stake due to the sheer number 

projects, not just on the coasts but on the riverine locations as well such as, National 

Waterways, Sea Plane, River Cruise. It is important to remember that these are fast flowing 

and heavy silt laden rivers from the Western Ghats, which have significant temporal variation 

in flow between monsoon and non-monsoon seasons. This makes them very prone to 

changing river course, and changing sedimentation patterns (Dessai et al, 2007)23.  

These rivers are the foundation for the rich coastal and marine ecosystem of Goa which has 

sustained not only farmers but the traditional fishers all along Goa’s coasts. The very fact that 

beach sienes were so prominent historically is a testament to the richness of the nearshore 

waters, due to the nutrients provided by the monsoonal rivers. 

 

The extent of dredging that will be performed on the rivers will not only lead to a collapse of 

fish stocks in river and near-shore waters, but also erosion of the riverbanks as well as riverine 

islands along the hilterland areas as well, not to mention the amount of particulate metallic 

pollution on the waterbodies. The cumulative implications of mining, tourism and inland 

waterways will thus, not only ruin the ecological integrity of the entire region, but paves the 

way for several disasters such as floods and erosion, who’s impacts maybe on unaccounted 

proportions given the scale of investments. 

  

 The promotion of Goa as a Coal Hub poses a danger of exposure to coal dust for all 

communities throughout the coast as well as the hinterland all along the route of the coal 

transportation corridors – coasts, rivers, road and rails.  

Political  
The role of the state and central governments in ensuring infrastructural and developmental projects 

continue progressing despite several public protests show the colluding nature of the State with the 

private investors/corporates. The entire Tourism Master Plan prepared by KPMG as well as the Coal 

Hub based industrialisation model adopted by Goa as part of BE highlights the role of the state as the 

promoter of national and global corporates for the capital accumulation through exploitation of 

coastal and ocean commons. In fact, the state government has felt the heat due to the intensity of 

public anger and has even occasionally objected to various decisions of the Centre. But these have 

almost always been rebuffed by the Centre and the projects have continued. This not only shows the 

receding space for state governments, let alone local governments, but it also gives the glaring 

disregard for constitutional norms and federal values by the Centre with increasing centralisation of 

powers.  

The experiences of fishers in Katem Baina and Kharewado show that both the Central government 

agencies as well as Defence forces own vast tracts of land, even on coasts that have been traditionally 

inhabited by fishers. The militarisation and sheer presence of defence establishments all over Goa, 

despite its small land area and population reveals the extent to which governments are investing to 

ensure physical security to the investments made by capitalists. This is true not just on land and the 

coasts, but in marine spaces as well, with marine police and the Coast Guard patrolling the seas with 

increasingly sophisticated boats and technology with Goa serving as a Base. These point to the fact 



that the seas are not only considered as ‘shared developmental spaces’, but the usage of these spaces 

by the resource dependent communities itself is mostly denied, with the state and defence forces 

exercising control over these spaces.  

Chapter V  

Conclusions 
There is a constructed narrative about promoting Goa as the land of sun, sand and sea – as the 

ultimate tourist destination. This narrative is a manufactured discourse by global and national 

corporates in order to continue the plunder of Goa’s remaining coastal and marine spaces, under the 

full security of the expanding Naval presence in Goa.  

However, as this report has shown, the real history is that Goa’s coasts have always been a hotly 

contested space with fishing communities repeatedly resisting the onslaught of developmental 

projects intended to further capital accumulation for national and global corporates. Goa’s fishers had 

resisted the marine pollution due to the Zuari Industries in the 1980s, and against the mechanised 

trawling fleets throughout the 80s and 90s. Fishers have continued to resist against the resource 

grabbing mining lobbies, tourist lobbies, port and infrastructural lobbies and even against the defence 

institutions. The emergence of Goa as a Coal Hub for Western India through Blue Economy, just like 

the Iron Ore Scam is an integrated assault on the coastal, riverine and forests ecosystems together, 

but in a much greater scale as the volumes are much more and the scope of the projects pan across 

several states. Just like all waters and ecosystems are essentially connected, the fishers and coastal 

communities are yet again building larger alliances to resist these grand industrial plans. Thus, the 

implementation of Blue Economy in Goa is nothing but the extension of the ongoing onslaught by 

global capital to further resource grabbing not only on Goa’s coastal and marine commons, but 

hinterland as well, leading to further ecological externalities and exclusion of traditional resource 

dependent communities.  

Recommendations 
1. The experiences of fishers in Goa strongly reinforces the need for immediate recognition of 

the collective rights of fishing communities over coastal and marine commons. It is high time 

there is a national legislation that protects the access rights and customary governance of 

coastal communities over coastal and marine resources. 

2. The deregulation of the EC process in the Mormugao port expansion has to be halted, and 

Cumulative Impact assessments have to be mandated along with Public Hearings to be 

enforced.  

3. The mega plan of promoting Goa as a Coal Hub needs to be entirely revisited after a thorough 

assessment of environmental and social impacts across coastal, riverine and forest 

ecosystems. 

4.  The dispossession of coastal and marine commons from the fishing communities and their 

subsequent evictions must be halted, and reparation must be provided for all the displaced 

communities. 

5. The Goa Master Tourism Plan must be revisited to protect the ecological integrity of the Goan 

Coast and protection from erosion and disasters must be designed to protect the Goans 

6. The large scale destruction to riverine ecosystems planned with the National Waterways must 

be entirely revisited with a cumulative impact assessment of all the sectors including mining, 

tourism and inland transport on the rivers.  
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